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TOEPLITZ MATRICES GENERATED

BY THE LAURENT SERIES EXPANSION

OF AN ARBITRARY RATIONAL FUNCTION

BY

K. MICHAEL DAY

ABSTRACT. Let Tn(f) = (OjA^-q be the finite Toeplitz matrices generated by

the Laurent expansion of an arbitrary rational function. An identity is developed for

det(Tn(f) - A) which may be used to prove that the limit set of the eigenvalues of the

Tn(f) is a point or consists of a finite number of analytic arcs.

1. Introduction. Let fiz) = 2amzm   be the Laurent expansion of an arbitrary

rational function.  Define matrices Tn(f) where Tn(f) = ia¡_j), i, j = 0, •••, n.

Such matrices are called Toeplitz matrices and may be generated by functions

which are not rational.  Denote by an the set of n + 1 eigenvalues of Tnif),

°n = {\>o> x«i> "'»W«

Let

B = {\:\ = hm\m,\mGaiJ

where ix, i2, •••  is an increasing sequence of integers. A characterization of

this set for complex valued functions was initiated in 1960 and was published for

the case: /is a Laurent polynomial,/(z) = Hh_kamzm, h, k> 1 [4].  Let

D"(f- X) = det(r„(f-X)).

Schmidt and Spitzer employed an identity of Harold Widom which up to a con-

stant factor evaluates the D"(f- X) when / is a Laurent polynomial. We develop

an identity for D"if- X) for /an arbitrary rational function which, using the

techniques of Schmidt and Spitzer, allows one to show that B is a point or con-

sists of a finite number of nondegenerate analytic arcs.

For simplification in the proof of the identity and notational convenience

we make certain assumptions about the function / which are essentially nonrestric-

tive and work directly with the determinants Dn(f). Due to the complexities of

notation, we observe the following convention.   "(*)" designates a mathematical

expression where "*" is the number of the expression, and "(*)" is used to
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TOEPLITZ MATRICES 225

represent the object appearing in that expression.

In order that the Laurent series not reduce to a power series in which case

the determinants D"(f) are triangular and the set B reduces to a point we make

the following assumptions.  Let there be an annulus A with center the origin,

(1.1) A = {z:Rx <|z|<P2, 0<RX <P2<°°}.

Let ¿\(z) and Fhiz) be polynomials of exact degree k and A respectively where

the roots of ¿)fc(z) lie in the set \z\ <RX, and those of Pft(z) lie in the set \z\ >

P2. Let Cfc+m(z) be a polynomial of exact degree k + m having no common fac-

tors with the polynomials ¿>fc(z) and FA(z).

Proposition 1.1. Let k>\, m > max(l, A), and Gfc+m(z), ¿\(z),

and Fhiz) satisfy the conditions given above. If

(1-2) /CO = Gk+miz)/Dkiz)Fhiz)

and

(1-3) fiz)  = £ auzv
— oo

is the Laurent series representation of fiz) in the annulus A, then there exist

positive and negative powers of z which in the above expansion have nonzero co-

efficients.

Proof. Assume that k, h> I. If av = 0 for all u < - 1, then (1.3) is a

power series expansion which converges in the set \z\ <R2. This contradicts

the existence of at least one pole in the set \z | < P x < R2. If au = 0 for all

v > 1, then (1.3) converges in the set \z\ >RX contradicting the existence of a

pole in the set \z\ > R2 > Rx. In the exceptional case where A = 0, then

m > 1. Consequently /(z) defined by (1.2) has a pole of order m at z = °°.  So

am*0.

2. Reduction of D"if) to a determinant of fixed order m.   Let /(z) satisfy

the hypothesis of Proposition 1.1.  In addition we assume that the roots of

Gk+miz) denoted by r¡,  i = 1, •••, k + m, are distinct and not equal to zero.

We may assume that the coefficient g0 of the zk+m term of Gk+miz) is equal

to 1.  For if fiz) is divided by g0 we have simply divided each a„ in the expan-

sion of/by g0. So D"if) = g",+ lDnigñ lf). The proof is long and wuT be

broken up into a series of lemmas. We recommend that the reader turn to Theo-

rem 3.1 for the final result before proceeding with the proof. We introduce the

following notation.
k + m k + m

(2.1)      z-(fc+-)cfc+m(z)= n o-^-i)= Z *-,*"'.
4=1 1=0
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(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

1/z-(fc+m)Gfc+m(z) = £s*.z-«-,
í'=0

z~kDkiz) = JJ (1 - 5,-z"1) = £ d*_jz-f,

Uz-kDkiz) = £ d_¡z-l,
j=0

Fh(z) = ho-p71z) = ZfV,
J-l 1=0

i-O

l/z-fc/)fc(z).Fft(z)= ¿  A„z\
— oo

z-(fc+'")Gfc+m(z)/z-fc/)ft(z) = ¿ e.,*"',
i-O

z-fc/)fc(z)/z-(fc+-)Gfc+m(z) = ± e*_f-\
i=0

/(*) = Gk+miz)/Dkiz) - Fh(z) = ¿ anz\

The first two lemmas are devoted to determining certain information about

the coefficients of some of these expansions.

Lemma 2.1. Ifg*_t is defined by (2.2) and e*¡ by (2.9) rAe« g*_¡ =

Z¿+1m Csr¡ holds for i >-{k + m) + l,and e*t = 2*+M Cpkirsy-k holds

for i > k where Cs - r*+m "1 n,^ (rs - rt)~l.

Proof.  By expanding //z_(fc+m)Gfc+m(z) by partial fractions we obtain

the above identity for g*¡, i>0. In addition, the identity is valid for i = - 1,

• • •, - ik + m) + 1 because, for all i > - ik + m) + 1,

k+m

(2.11)   Z   C/s = Zirs-rt)-1
s=l s>t

1   r»

1   r,

Jc + m-2     J+k+m-l
^

1   rk + m

Ji + m-2     J+k + m-l

rk + m — 2     J+k+m-l
'k + m

ri+k
'k + t

The identity for the e*,'s follows from the identity for the g* f's and (2.3).

Lemma 2.2. //- i + k < 0 rAe« SJL,, d*_¡b_i+¡ = 0.
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Proof. The lemma is clearly true if ¿\(z) = Czk for then, by (2.6) and

(2.7), b_j = 0 for i > 0. Otherwise expansion of Mz~kDkiz)Fniz) by partial

fractions shows that

(2.12) b_{ = Z B$
/=i

where 5y,/ = 1, ••• ,k, are the distinct nonzero roots of ¿>k(z), and P;- non-

zero constants. Without loss of generality we may assume that all the roots of

Dkiz) are nonzero. Proof is by induction.

Let S¡ik), i = 1, •••, k, be the elementary symmetric functions of the roots

8¡ of ¿>fc(z) so that from (2.3)

II iz-ôi) = d0zk+dxzk-1 + ~-+dk

= zk +Sxik)zk-1 + — + Skik).

Thus to prove the lemma we need to prove that

b_( + Sxik)b_i+X +S2ik)b_i+2 + - +Skik)b_i+k = 0.

Since

LÏ1 (z - o,)iz - 8k) = [zfc-! + Sxik - l>k-2 + .» + Sk_xik - 1)] (z - Sfc),
i=i

it follows that

Sxik) = Sxik-l)-8k,

(2.13) Stik) = S¿k - 1) - Sk5t-_ !(Ar- 1),      i = 2, •• •, * - 1,

Skik) = -8kSk_xik-l).

By (2.12) it is clear that the lemma will be proved if we can show that

8} + Sj-^^k) + 8tj~2S2ik) + ••• + 8J-kSkik) = 0,

(2.14)
/= 1, ••• ,k, t>k.

This is obvious for k = \. We need to prove (2.14) for k + 1. From (2.13) it

follows that

Sj + Sj-^í* + 1) + ••• + 6tj-*-iSk+1(k + 1)

(2.15)    = S} + SJ~1SlQc) + 8J~2S2ik) + ••• + 5/"fc5fc(Ä:)

- Sfc+,05/-1 + s;-^*) + ô/-3s2(*) + - + s/-*-%(*)).

By induction, (2.15) equals zero for/ » 1, •• •, k, and (2.15) clearly equals zero

for/ = ¿fc+ 1.

Lemma 2.3. Dnif) is equal to (- !)«(«+»-*) multiplied by the deter-

minant of the product of the following three matrices,
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n + 1 m

(2.16) m\

-n + m- 1

■n+m—l

"m-1 "0/

Proof.  In order to prove the above we multiply Dnif) on the left and

right by determinants each of which is equal to one. In particular, noting by

(2.5) and (2.9) that e£ = /¿* = 1, we multiply Dn(f) on the left by the upper tri-

angular determinant,

(2.17) ¿V(/)fc(z)/z-'"Gfc+m(z)) =

-oc-i

0 0

= 1,

and on the right by the lower triangular determinant,

(2.18) D"iFhiz)) =

n  0 • •

ft
0

0 o ft ' 'ft

1.

We make the important remark that the above determinants are asymmetric,

and that another reduction of Dnif) to a determinant of fixed order is possible.

We could have multiplied D"(f) on the left by the upper triangular determinant

Dniz~kDkiz)), and on the right by the lower triangular determinant

D"iFhiz)lGk+miz)).

Given the relations (2.1)—(2.10) the following may be verified.

Dn<f)-D"(Fh) = \\iai_j)\\-\\(fli)\\

e e        .—m       —m—l

0

■
0 0   e„

n + 1 - m m

where the "*" indicates entries which are left undetermined. Consequently
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D"if) = D"iDk/z-mGk+m) - [D"if) -D"iFn)]

=  ll«;)ll «  [ll(«i-/)ll ' MfT-ß

(2.19)

0e-l e-n

0 • • • 0    e*

0 /: m

I N       || M + 1-m

« + 1-m       m

where / is the identity matrix and K equals the product (2.16). By shifting the

rows of / in (2.19) into the upper left-hand corner it follows that

(2.20) ¿>nco = (-i)m(n+1-m)pni,

and the lemma follows.

In the following two lemmas we show that each of the two matrices on the

left-hand side of (2.16) may be written as the product of a pair of matrices.

Lemma 2.4.

-m+l

m

0   e* '-n + m-lj

n + 1

d* • • d*_k 0 • • 0

0   • •  d*  - •  d*k

k + m

= A -B,   say.

S-k-m+l S-n

0 :

o-o   g*
n + 1

er9 '
8-n+k+m-l

Proof. Verify by referring to (2.2), (2.3), and (2.9).
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Lemma 2.5.

-n + m-l u-fT

n + 1

"m-1 uO

m

'g0 ' • g-k-m 0 • • •   0

0

= n + 1

-   0 g0    • •   £_fc_

« + k + m + 1

£>_„_!    '•&_„_„

Pk+m-l  ' ' bk

m

= C-D,   say.

Proof.  Verify by referring to (2.1), (2.7) and (2.10).

It follows from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 that if we denote the right-hand ma-

trix of (2.16) by E, then the matrix K which equals (2.16) may be written K =

ABCDE, where
A = idf_j),     B = ig*_¿,      C=(gi_j),

D = (AlW),      E = <#.,),

as appears in these two lemmas. So by (2.20) it follows that

(2.21) Dn(f) = i-l)m("+l-m'>\\A-B-C-D.E\\,

and we must simplify the product of these matrices whose orders are increasing

with n.

Lemma 2.6.

-n-l

B-C-D = k + m

-n + k+m-2 -n + k-lj

m

(2.22)     -

S-n-k-

S-n+k+m-2  '  ' '&-n-l

k + m

g-k- m + l

k + m
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'-m + l

(2.22) (cont.)

bk+m-i.bh

m

Proof.  Multiply B and C together and get that

B-C

0 0 • • • 0  0

M k + m

0 0 • • • 0 0

k + m     n-k- m + 1      k + m

where / is the identity matrix, and

M=k + m

fa* ...{,*
&-n+k+m-l 6-n

\S-n + 2k+2m-2 ' ' S-n + k + m-l/      \S-l

k + m

g-k-m      0 '  •  • 0

k + m

0
%-k-ml

Using the relations (2.1) and (2.2) that Z?JSiv'k+m)g-ig*-v+i = 0 for v > 1, we

may rewrite the matrix M so that

M=(-l)

8-k-m + l'

0 •  • • • 0      £0

Let B • C = H.   Multiply H by D.  We get that

I 0 • • • 0
H-D-k + m |     /     | • •        M

I 0- • • 0
k + m  n-k~m+\    k+m

= (2.22). the desired result.

-n-l u-n-m

\n + k + m + 1

bk + m-i   '  ' bk

m
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Lemma 2.7.

-n-k-m\     /8o ' '  ' 8-k-

A-B-C-D=    (-1)

'-n-1

^-n + m-2  ' 't-n-k-l/       \0    •  •  • g0

m + l

(2.23) k + m k + m

'-m + l

k + m.

bk+m-l ' ' bk

m

Proof. We multiply H • D on the left by A where A is the id*_j) matrix

of Lemma 2.4. The left-hand component of H'Dis the (&,_,) matrix of (2.20).

By Lemma 2.2

(<$./>Cft,-¿-m

d* • • d*k 0• • 0

0 • • 0     d%- • d*_k

k + m

-71-1

b-n + k + m-2 ' ' "-n + k-1,

m
0- • 0s

m

\0-•0/

m

We remark that without this result the identity we obtain for D"if) would

not be possible. Continuing our multiplication of H-D by A, since by (2.2), (2.3)

and (2.9)

'dl - • d*k 0

m

o—n—k—r

0 ... 0      d* • ' ri*    / \ e* ....»*\T u      "0 a-k'    \%-n + k+m-2 S-n-1

'-n-1 '-n-k-m

= m l   •

i c-n + m-2 --«-fc-1

fc + m
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it follows that ,4 -B- C-D = A -H-D = (223).

Theorem 2.1.

Ie-n-l ^-n-k-m

/)"(/) = (-l)m("+1)det I  • \

\e-n + m-2 ' ' e-n-k-l

(224)
#0 ' ' 8-k-m + l\     ¡bo      ' b_m

0 • • ¿To

Proof.  Since \\E\\ = 1, \\A -B- C-D-E\\ = \\A -B-C-D||. Since

(- i)F<«+»-«) = (- i)m(n+D-m) by (2 2i.) and (2.23) it follows that Dnif) =

(2.24).  So Dnif) equals a determinant of fixed order m.

3. Evaluation of the determinants D"(f). In the last section we showed

that D"(f) equaled the determinant of the product of three matrices whose orders

were independent of n  (2.24).  In this section we will evaluate this product. We

have of course by (2.1) that Gk+miz) = nf=+1m (z - r,).  In general, let

k + m

(3-D Gsk+miz)=    II    (Z-',)
mum

where 5 is a subset of the integers (1,2, ••• ,k + m). In the event we wish to

be explicit about the entries in S we will write Qv i2, •••, ia) to indicate that S

contains the integers ix, i2, •••, ia. In particular if 5 consists of the singleton i,

we write
k+m

(3.2) Gkilmiz) = iz-ri)-1Gk+miz)=    \\   C*-'/).
i-um

In an analogous way we define the coefficient a^, by means of

£ fa™ = Gl+miz)lDkiz)Fhiz)   and
— oo

(3.3)

Ía<$zm = Gk%miz)lDkiz)Fhiz).
_oo

Lemma 3.1. 77ie product of the three matrices of (2.24), (e* n_ x+i_¡)

• iSi-j) (fy_/)iIS equal to the m by m matrix

[k + m "I

g ^^-»-er I
for s, t = 1, 2, • • •, m, and where C¡ = rk+m~l njfi(rf - rj)~1.
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Proof.  By Lemma 2.1, e*_„='Zk+xmCiDkir¿rn-k. By definition

k + m k+m

z-{k+m)Gk+miz)= n a-ii*-1)- z f-,*-*.
1=1 1=0

Consequently

fc + m k + m

So=1'  f-»~" £    '*   Í-2 =    Z    Vr«   etc-
s=l l<J<f

If we multiply the top row of the ie*n_x+i_J) matrix of (2.24) by the columns

of the ig/_j) matrix of (2.24), the following may be easily verified.

k + m

e*„_^0= Z   C,.Dfc(/X+1-fc,
i-i

k + m k+m

e*„-,*-i+«*„-2*o = -Z   CAW*1-*'   Z   r„
i-l í=1;í^í

fc+m fc + m

**„_,£_2 + ^„-2^! + e*„_3g0 - Z   C/¿>*W+I-* •       Z      V„
i=l Ki<(;j, if i

and similarly for the remaining products. Thus the top row of (e*n_1+/_/)

• (£,■_,) is exactly

/k+m k + m k+m

z c,¿vrx+i-fc.-z w^r1-*. z ',
\/=l i=l s=l;sf=i

(3.5)
k+m fc=m       \

...)(_1)fc+m-i s cfi&w*1-** n »-,]•
i=l i=l;sfi    /

The second row of ie*n_x+i_])igi_/) will be the same except that the exponent

of the r¡ factors in each term of the sums will be lowered by one, and similarly

for the remaining rows until with the last row each r¡ appears in each sum to the

power n-k-m + 2. Since Gk% m (z)/¿>fe(z)PA(z) = Gk%miz) - 2^ bvzv =

S"«, 40zu, it follows that

k+m

av+m-l=bv-bv+l      Z     rs + bv+2 Z        Vf
s=ï,s?i Ks<t;s,tfi

ri a\ k+m
(3°) -(-Uk+m-1b TT     r

\    l) °v+k+m-l     II       '*•
s=Usfi

By applying (3.6) to (3.5) it follows that the product of the matrices of (2.24)

equals (3.4).

Lemma 3.2.   77ze determinant of the mth order matrix of (3.4) is equal

to the product of two ik + m)th order determinants,
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(3.7)

CA/Ti)
CiDkirx)r-x

-l

C2Dkir2)

C2Dkir2)r2l

Gk+mDkirk+m)

' Gk+mL>kvk+m)rk+m

CxDkirx)r-x^m)+l C2Dkir2)r<k+m^ C       n (r       \r-(k+m)+l
^k+m^k^k+m^k+m

Dk\rx)

D-kKr2) 1 W '

uk  "k+m) uk  \rk+m)'k + m  "m-1   'k+m "0        'k+n

Proof.  By (2.11),  3Bj£" C¡ = 1,  2%*¡m Ctrp = 0, / = 1, 2, •••, k +
m-1. Consequently (3.7) equals

(3.8)

]   *  *

0  1

' 1 *
• 0 1

0 o

o o

o o

o o

K*

where K* is the matrix (3.4), and clearly (3.8) = \\K* \\.

By Theorem 2.1, D"if) equals (- l)m<"+ •> multiplied by the determinant

of (2.24). By Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2,

(3.8) Dnif) = (- l)m <" +1 ). [(3/7)].

Because of the representation, except for sign, of D"if) by (3.7), we are able to

evaluate it.  For the left-hand determinant of (3.7) is easy to evaluate, and the

right-hand determinant of (3.7) may be expanded in such a way that we will be

able to evaluate it.

Clearly the left-hand determinant of (3.7) equals

(3.9)
fc+m

TI   CtDk(rt)V(rT\^\"-,rj;lm)
j=i
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where F(r1 ', r2 ',•••, rk\m) is the Vandermonde determinant based on the

numbers rjl, i = 1, 2, •••, k + m.  It can easily be shown that

fc+m fc+m

n cf= n ^"•-'•nov-'/)-1i=i i=i m
k+m

= i-\)°  fi   rf+m-1
/=1

vi' r2' "" »'"fc + m)'

and that
fc+m

nrr1,r2-1,-,r^m) = (-ir  TJ   '/"
i=i

fc-m + l
'0*1» r2> '"> rk+m)

where a = të (i + m - 1) (& + m). From this it follows that

(3.10)
fc + m

(¿9) = n   DkWir\rv r2, -, rfc+m).
i=l

Laplacian expansion of the right-hand determinant of (3.7) on the last m

columns gives us

(3.11) ZIT Dk\r¡)V(Í) fi r?+1Via0%
I jej m

The sum is taken over all subsets I of m integers from (1,2, •••, k + m), and

/ = (1,2, —, fc + m)-7,  VQ) is the Vandermonde determinant determined

by r¡, / G /, and

n«o°) =

a('i)"m-l

2C2)lm-l

m — 2

.('2)
*m-2

a('l)«0

7Cm)       -Cm)    . .   „Cm)
'm-1 *m-2

('if '2f *** ' 'm) —   *

Lemma 3.3.  vtfp) = VQ) - W^n ■•

Proof. As before, F(/) is the Vandermonde determinant determined by /,

and O^.,)^! is the mth order Toeplitz matrix generated by the function

GIk+miz)lDkiz)-Fhiz)=±aIXJz-
— oo

defined by (3.1) and (3.3). We give a demonstration of this for

(3.12)

*m—l

*m — l

Jim)
Jm-1

am-2

42)2m —2

,C»)
2m-2

,(»>z0

,(»»)
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By the convention (3.3), if S is any subset of the set (1, 2, — •, fc + m)

with s elements, then

'~sb„4+m-s = bv-bv+i Zr, + -+(-l)*+'
i<ßS

'v+k+m-s H rf

So we can easily verify that a^|m_, = a^Vm-2 ~ rjav+m-i and that

(3.13)        (3.12) =

ad,')
m-2 rflm -1

,(1,0    _r/I0.0'-1 ^b
flO,2)   _-     (1,2)   .   .  .  .-(1,2)   _.     (1,2)"m-2       rlam-l "-1 'l"0

aU,m) _ , M,m) . . . .-0,m) _ . -(l,m)
"m-2       'l"m-l a-l rlU0

Letting i alternately be equal to 2, 3, ••••, m, and subtracting the first row from

each of the others, and rewriting the first row in its original form, we get that the

right-hand side of (3.13) equals

"m -1 a0

a(1.2)   .  .  . -(1,2)"m —1 "0

(3.14)

/.(I.»«) .  .  . M,m)
"m-1 "0

(r2-ri)ir3-ri)'" (rm -rx).

Since a^ = fl^L'î* ~ r2a\^ ,2\ if we add r2 times the second row to the first row

in (3.14), we obtain the result that (3.12) equals

L(l,2)   .... fl(l,2)

(3.15)

,0.2)    .  .
'm-1

'm-1

'-1

fl0,2)"0

M,m)

0*2-'»)•" (rm-ri)-

Similarly using the second row as a pivot row to reduce the rows below it, we can

verify that the determinant in (3.15) equals

(3.16)

0.2)        .... -0,2)
am-2

um- 1

flO.2,3)"m-1

4»,a)
„(l.2,3)

-(l,2,m)   .... Jl,2,m)
"m-1 "0

(»■3 - r2) 0*4 - r2) — irm - r2).
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Adding r3 times the third row to the second row, and subsequently r3 times the

second row to the first row, we reduce (3.16) to

,0.2.3)*m-3

,0.2,3)
2m-2

20,2,3)'m-1

-0.2,m)
^m-1

a

a

(1,2,3)
-2

(1,2,3)
■1

,0.2,3)

7(l,2,m)

ir3-r2)'"(rm-r2)-

Continuing in this manner, successively using the third, fourth, etc. rows as pivot

rows and factoring out the appropriate factors, we prove that for / = (1, 2, • • •, m),

(3112)=H/)||(ai_f)OTf=1||.

The general proof follows as above.

Consequently, by (3.8), (3.10), (3.11) and Lemma 3.3,

fc+m
W) = (-Dm(n+1) i!   D^V-'i^.r^-.r^J

i=i

(3-17)        .fzn D^nn-n^vimit-^iA

= (_ ir(«+t)£   fl JÍ+lDk{r¿'W,-tV,t=iWt-rp-\
I   i&ijGI

where / runs over all subsets of order m of the set (1, 2, — , fc + m), and / =

(1,2, •••• ,k + m)-I.

Lemma 3.4.11(0™     II = ll(<ii_f)Jif=1 II.

Proof.  By (3.3), 2%avzv = G/k+m(z)/¿»k(z)Pft(z), and G7fc+m(z) =

^í=i?ís/(z - rù> a monic ^th degree polynomial.  By (2.3), ¿\(z) is also a monic

fcth degree polynomial. Therefore the power series expansion of

(3.18) G£+m(z)//)fc(z) = ( Z <z") ' FH& abound z = -

commences with the constant term 1.  By (2.5), Pft(z) = Xh=Qf*z' with/¿* = 1.

By (3.18) it follows that
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m - h

1    0

0 ' .

0  •

f*  -Jh

o"\

0  • •

•   0
0   1

/o*0

o'/,* . f*
h

*o -m+l

m-h

4

4-1

0

J-h+1

*o

<4-i <

0 0

1 *

°".

0«

*

0 1

H0O£r=iH-

By applying the results of this lemma to (3.17), we have derived the follow-

ing identity for D"(f).

(3.19)   ¿v(/) = (-ir(n+1)Z     I!    rn^Dkir¡)-\\iaIs_t)lt=x\\iri- rj)-\
1   fSf;/6f

where / runs over all subsets of order m of the set (1, 2, •••, k + m), and / =

(1, 2, •••, fc + m) -I.  The only factors that are not explicitly evaluated are the

Ath order determinants IKa^^^jll. Since the aj's are generated by the function

and by (3.1)

GIk+m^)lDkiz)Fniz)=Y. fc">
-oo

Gi+moo=ri(z-'>)>
m

each crs is a polynomial in the r's, / G I.   Consequently each determinant

11(4-f)?,r= ill *s a polynomial at most of Ath degree in each of the r/s, /' GI.

Lemma 3.5. IK«,-,)*.*^" = cnj(=FFh(rj) where Cis a constant that is

independent of the r's, j GI.

Proof.  The factor n;ey-pft(r) is of exact degree A in each of the r's. So

by the remarks immediately preceding the lemma we can conclude that C is a

constant which is independent of the ry's.  Direct evaluation of the determinants

ll(ai_f)Jjf=ill seems to be difficult. Consequently we approach the problem in-
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directly. We made the remark in the proof of Lemma 2.3 that the reduction of

D"(f) to the rath order determinant (2.24) which led to the identity (3.19) was

effected by multiplication of D"(f) by determinants (2.17) and (2.18) which are

asymmetric. We indicated that another reduction is possible.

Define the Laurent series Sü^á^z" by

fc+m oo oo

(-1)*+™ n t'-z vu = z *v>
j= \ — oo — oo

so that
fc+m

(3.20) (-l)k+m  n   rJl-av = Sv.
i=i

Since each r¡ is assumed to be nonzero, multiplication by X\k=xm rj1 is possible.

Clearly if/(z) = (- l)k+m nf=+1m rr » -/(z), then /(z) = S"«, avzv in the annulus

A.   Let D"(f) be the (w + l)st order determinant generated by the a„'s. We may

reduce D"(f) to a determinant of fixed order exactly as we did in §2 for D"(f).

Since the numerator of/(z) is Gk+miz) = Ylf^"1 (z - r¡), the numerator of

f&iS k+m

(-l)fc+'"rr1Gfc+m(z)= n   (1-f1*),   and

(3.21)

i=i

fc + m

/(z)= II   (l-rr^)/¿>fc(2)Fh(z).
i=i

Let us multiply ¿>"(/) on the left by the upper triangular determinant

Dniz~kDkiz)) = 1, and on the right by the lower triangular determinant

D"iFhiz)inkJxm (1 - r7lz)) = 1.  Reduction of the determinant D"if) by the

techniques of §2 results in reducing D"(f) to a determinant of order fc similar to

(2.24). Consequent evaluation of this fcth order determinant exactly as we have

evaluated Dn(f) results in the identity

o"(Ô = (-Dfc("+1)Z    II   rJ—l-mF&j>

(3-22)_ -Utí'-k+s-tK^Hri1-^1)-1,

where / runs over all subsets of order k of the set (1, 2, •••, fc + m), and / =

(1, •••, fc + m) -1, and the coefficients a{ are generated by the function

UH-rrh)lDkiz)Fhiz)=± a%z\
i'e/ — oo

A comparison of the identity for D"iJ) (3.22) with the identity for D"if) (3.19)

results in some apparent discrepancies. In (3.19) appear the factors f\^r"+lDkir¡),

of degree n + k + 1 in each of the r¡'s.   In (3.22) appear the factors

üf^-ffn~1~mFH(rf). Since F„(0) ¥= 0, and m > A, these factors are of degree

n + m + 1 in each of the rjx 's which is what is desired. We note that the coef-
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ficient a {_ k lies on the main diagonal of the unevaluated determinantal factors

appearing in (3.22) rather than a 0.   This occurs because of differences which

arise in simplifying the determinants arising in the alternative approach vis-à-vis

the simplification of the determinants appearing in Lemma 3.2.

By (3.20),
fc+m «

(3.23) (_ !)(*+«)(».+ O   H    rn+lDn(J) = Dnif)

Because

and

i=l

(_ j\<*+«)(«+»).(_ ^fcCi+l) = (_ ]yn{n+l)

17    (T1-T1r1=    n_rkrfir(-r¡)-\
/e/Ve/ ieijei

we have, after carrying out the multiplication indicated on the left-hand side of

(3.23), that

(- l)m("+1) Z   n._'T1 •rn^7-k+s-ttt=iW-Fh(ri)iri-r¡)-í
i ieijei

= (- ir<"+1> Z   IT _ r?+1 '0¿r¡)W,-tKt-iWt-*jf1'
i tet-jei

Because the r¡ may be chosen independently of one another and the above

equality holds for all n, we may equate corresponding terms which are defined by

the same set of indices /.   From this it follows that, for each /,

II. r?+1 - [rfWiSik+s-ttt^iW] 'W i'/-//)-1

=    II    *¡+XD¿rtm¿-,-tKmxWt-*iTX'
mjei

Consequently

(3.24) n_ [rf\\iaU+s-ttt=i\\]'Fh(rj)=    U _ !>*«>• ll(aí_f)£í=11|.
teiijei tei-Jei

But, as we remarked immediately preceding this lemma, ||(a^_f)j|| isj polynomial

at most of degree A in each of the r's, / G I.   Similarly, since the a „'s are func-

tions of the rjx\ i G I,  n,e/rJfc||(a{.fc+í_f)i || is a polynomial at most of de-

gree fc in each r¡, i G ¿  We may conclude from these observations and (3.24)

that

fei

and

II rk\\ialk+s_tfSit=x || = C II ¿\(r,).
tel tei

This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.5.

We have almost completed the evaluation of Dn if). Applying the results of

Lemma 3.5 to (3.19), the identity for D"(f) assumes the form
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(3.26) D"(f) = (- iy"("+I>.C.Z    II, r?+I/?fc(r/)Fh(r/) (r(-rfyl,
i /e/;/e/

where / runs over all subsets of order ra of the set (1, 2, •• ■, fc + ra) and / =

(1, 2, •••, fc + ra) - /.  Only the constant term C remains to be determined.

Lemma 3.6.   C = UseK. teH pk/ipt - 8S) where K = (1, • • •, fc) and

H = i\, — ,h).

Proof.  Because the constant C is independent of the roots r¡ of the poly-

nomial Gfc+m(z), we may choose the roots and thereby the polynomial Gk+miz)

in such a way that the constant C will be determined. In particular we may assume

that m = A.   Choose the roots r¡, i = 1, •••, fc, to lie respectively within an

e-neighborhood of the roots 5S, s = 1, • • •, fc, of Dki¿) and the roots r¡,  i = k +

1, • • •, fc + A, to lie within an e-neighborhood of the roots pt,  t - 1, • • •, A, of

Fniz) but such that \r¡ - r¡\ > 0(e) where e is a small positive number.  Let

I0 = (fc + 1, •••, fc + A), 70 = (1, — , fc). We wish to show for all/^/0 that

if the roots ri tend to the roots 8S and pt of ¿\(z) and Pft(z) respectively, then

(3-27) n_¿Vrí)F*(r/)/(r/-r/)
iez-,/e/

tends to zero. This would be obvious except for the possibility that ¿>fc(z) and

Fhiz) may have multiple roots and so for some /, /, r¡ - r¡ —► 0.

For / =7= I0,1 and / may each be written as the union of a nonempty dis-

joint pair of sets as follows.  Let / = 1% U /0* and / = ¿J* U /¡* where ¿£,

I*,* C I0, and 70,/** C 7„.  But then

nvn     n     D*W»<rj>     n      J»(W(327)-     11 •      H
ie/5;/e/**   (ri   r/>       m¿,m¿*     vt   rj>

n        DAr¡)Fh{r¡) Dkir¡)Fniri)

,e/*;/e7**    (ri~,>)       ie/5;/e/0*     (r._ r/)

= P.C-¿>.P,   say.

From the manner in which the roots r, are chosen,

Fh(r,.) ¿^(r,) 1

i-e/g ¡/erg * (r< " rj y   ígI* ¿el* * (ri " rP     *=/$ ;/e7* * (r¿ ~ rP

A A

= 0(1), since the roots S   and pf are separated by the annulus A. So B = C =
A *        A

Z) = 0(1).  But necessarily D = 0(e).  Consequently (3.27) —► 0 as the roots re-

tend to the appropriate limits. With the same limits,

(3.28) hm     II      — —   -     11      —-——.
/e/0;/e/0    ('•.-'•/) ■**.»»     (P,-Ss)
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So the limit of the right-hand side of (3.26) equals

(3.29) (-iyC+1). c-     Il     pn + lDkipt)Fhibs)lipt-8s).
s^K-.teH

Moreover it is clear that

fiz)=l[iz-ri)/\u iz-8s)Ün-p;lz)\
i'=i / Li=i r=i J

_ [(- l)h u%t (z - rj) 11*+* x r,(l - rjlz)]

[Tlk=xiz-8s)n^xil-p7lz)]

tends to (- I)" flt<=Hpt, a constant.

For each n, D"(f) varies continuously with the coefficients am of the Lau-

rent series representation off and these coefficients vary continuously with the

roots of Gfc+/I(z). Consequently

limZ)"(0 = (-l)',(" + 1> n P"+1-
t&H

From (3.26) and (3.29)

(-lye-"") Jl pn+i =(_1)ft(»+D.c
re//

•     IT      Pnt + ïDkipt)Fni8s)lipt-8s),
s(EK;t<EH

and so

C=     Il     ipt-8s)IDkipt)Fhi8s).
se.K;t£H

But Dkipt) = nseK ipt - 8S) and F„(SS) = Ut(BH (1 - Pi l8s) = IW"1^ -8S).

Consequently

c__   „   ^)= rf
s<BK;t&H    iPt~8s) s<=K;teH iPt~bs>

We are now in the position to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let fiz) = Gfc+m(z)/¿)fc(z)Fh(z) wAere Gfc+m(z),¿\(z),

and Fft(z) sarz's/v rAe conditions of Proposition 1.1. Assume, in addition, that the

zeros ofGk+miz) are distinct and not equal to zero, and that the coefficient of

the zk+m term ofGk+miz) is equal to 1.  77ien

(3.30)   /y(o = (-ir("^)z n   ^fr-TTT^l
imJeK        L(r,-r/)(pf-fi,)J

j&.teH

where I runs over all subsets of order m of the set il, ••- ,k + ra), / = (1, • • •,

k + m) -1, K = il, ••-, k), and H = il, •--, h).

Proof. By definition of ¿>fc(z) and Fniz), Dkir¡) = UsBK (r, - 8S), and
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Fnirj) = níe//pr lipt - rj).  So by Lemma 3.6 and (3.26),

m»-(-ir«-»! n  f"^-«^-/>
/ ie/, je*        (>",• - »/) (Pt ~ os)

/e r, f en

= (-ir("+i>Z n   /?+1(r'"fi*)^",>)>
/ fe/, jes     0/ - >*/) ipt ~ ôs)

/e/, re//

which is the conclusion of the theorem.

4.  Applications of the identity for D"if). Let A be the annulus defined

by (1.1).  Let Gsiz), ¿>k(z), Fhiz) be polynomials having no common factors of

exact degree s, fc, and A respectively. We assume ¿>fc(z) and FA(z) satisfy the con-

ditions required by Proposition 1.1 and are expressed as in (2.3) and (2.5) respec-

tively.  We impose no conditions upon Gsiz). We assume that fc > 1, and if

A = 0 thats>fc+ 1.

It follows that

Gsiz) - Wkiz)Fhiz)     Gfc+m(X, z)
fiz)-\=-

Dkiz)Fhiz) Dkiz)Fniz)

where Gfc+m(X, z) = Gsiz) - Wkiz)Fhiz) and fc + ra = max(s, fc + A).

If s < fc + A there is one value of X for which Gfc+m(X, z) has less than

fc + ra roots, otherwise Gfc+m(X, z) is of exact degree fc + ra and satisfies the

hypothesis of Proposition 1.1. Thus the Laurent series expansion (1.3) of/(z)

- X in A generates matrices Tnif-\) which are not triangular.

From the theory of algebraic functions [2, pp. 103-104] the set of values

of X for which Gfc+m(X, z) = 0 has multiple roots, has z = 0 as a root, or has

less than fc + ra roots is a finite set. For all other X we denote the roots of

Gk+mfo z) = 0hy r/X), í = 1, •••, fc + ra, and

/(z) - X = c(X) n" (z - rii\))lDkiz)Fhiz),
«=i

c(X) = a, a - XA, or - A according to whether s>fc + A, s = fc + A, ors<fc + A.

Note, a is the coefficient of z* of Gsiz), and b is the coefficient of zk+h of

Dkiz)-Fniz).

By Theorem 3.1 and the first paragraph of §2

(4..) jxv-^k-dwz n rar« f^:'ríZ-
i i&.s<BK C/(X) -?)(A))(pr -os)

¡GI.tGH

Assume that for fixed X the roots r((X) are indexed by increasing modulus, so that

|rj(X)| < |r2(X)| < ••• < \rk+mi\)l We define the set C to be the set
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C={X:|rfc(X)| = |rfc+1(X)&.

The analysis provided in [3] and [4] shows that the set C is bounded, contains

no isolated points, and consists of a finite union of closed analytic arcs.  In addi-

tion the arguments of J. L. Ullman [5] may be employed to show that the set C

is connected.  Since the set C contains no isolated points and the set of X's for

which the identity (4.1) does not hold is a finite set, the techniques of Schmidt

and Spitzer allow us to make the identification of the limit set P of the eigen-

values an with the set C defined above.

A related question is the following. Define a sequence of measures a„,

a„(P) = (« + l)-1   Z    1,
\nieE

where XnfG o„, and F is an arbitrary set in the X-plane.  Let a be any weak limit

of the measures an. It will be shown in a later paper that the limit measure a is

unique and has at most two atoms.  The rational functions / for which a has

atoms will be characterized and the weight of the atoms determined.
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